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                       GARRETT T. CAPPS RETURNS WITH SURPRIS 

                               SOLO ALBUM, I LOVE SAN ANTONE 

 

The album will be out on vinyl in September with a pair of record release shows 

in San Antonio & Austin. 

San Antonio songwriter, bandleader and honky tonk proprietor Garrett T. 

Capps is back with another ode to his hometown: I LOVE SAN ANTONE, nine 

brand-new tracks of swingin, sweatidancefloor rippers guaranteed to put a spur 

in your step later this summer. 

 

LOVE SAN ANTONE will be out on wax via Vinyl Ranch, and sees Capps — 

backed this time by the Rockabilly Rippers — revisit familiar territory from new 

angles. 

It kicks off with an uptempo number that, like his breakout hit “Born in San 

Antone,” is destined or anthem status. “I Like Austin, But I Love San Antone” 

is a lighthearted but pointed entry into this ongoing central Texas rivalry, full of 

shoutouts both mainstream (SA’s superior breakfast tacos) and countercultural 

(the cosmic soul of San Antonio native Doug Sahm, who himself bounced 

between the two cities). 



 

“I Like Austin, But I Love San Antone” starts things at a brisk clip, helped along 

by a Sir Douglas-esque organ solo in the bridge. The accordion comes out on 

track two, “Margarita, Margarita,” led by local conjunto legend Santiago 

Jiménez Jr. This polca was originally written by Santi’s father, and is given a 

little Tex-Mex twang in this Spanglish version with Capps. 

 

Mid-album standout “Downtown, I'm Ready 2 Go” throws some surf into the 

beat, a relatable tune written just for the working family wo/man desperate to 

kick the dust off their dancing boots come the weekend. 

 

Garrett T. Capps is joined by a few other friends elsewhere on the ride. Regular 

collaborator Kathryn Legendre lends her voice to “The Neon Luv Waltz,” a 

lapsteel-laced slow dance, and Austin’s Bad Boy Croy adds some spice to the 

high-energy, tongue-in-cheek closer, “Everybody I Know.” 

 

Find I LOVE SAN ANTONE online or on vinyl on September 20, 2021 via Vinyl 

Ranch/Sonic RendezVous. And find Garrett T. Capps on the road anywhere 

between Corpus Christi, Texas and Groningen, Netherlands in the second half of 

this year, as honky tonk doors swing open once again around the globe. 

 
About Garrett T. Capps 

Originally “Born in San Antone” — as his most famous song goes — Capps was converted to 

country music in his teens after stumbling across Robert Earl Keen. “His songs were 

timeless,his voice genuine, and the sarcasm was apparent,” says Capps, nodding to his own 

at times sardonic, but lighthearted and catchy, songwriting tendency. 

After gigging on the Austin music scene for a while, Capps returned to San Antonio and 

found his groove as a booker and songwriter, collaborating with big local names like Augie 

Meyers of the Sir Douglas Quintet, and Max Baca, the Grammy-winning bajo sexto player 

and founder of San Antonio Tex-Mex group, Los Texmaniacs. Capps released a few projects 

during the pandemic, like the lushly orchestrated and modular-synth-tinged alt-Americana EP 

Nobody’s Gonna Help U. He claims to be a Space Country / Tex-Mex artist.  

 

The Rockabilly Rippers 

Brian Duarte - Electric Guitar 

Christopher Lee Rhoades - Bass Guitar / Background Vox 

Paul Ward - Drums / Percussion   

 

Guest Musicians 

D.T. Buffkin / Bad Boy Croy / Tommy Detamore / Bobby Flores / Michael Guerra / Santiago 

Jimenez, Jr. / Ron Knuth - Fiddle / Harvey McLaughlin / odie. / Lucas Oswald / Georgia 

Parker / Woody Rodriguez / Mitch Webb 

 


